January 22, 2019

“An appraiser must promote and preserve the public trust inherent in appraisal practice by observing the
highest standards of professional ethics.”1
Upon review of the 69-page document detailing the reasoning and discussion of the agencies’ proposal
to eliminate the appraisal requirement on residential transactions totaling $400,000 or less, where most
residential transactions occur, there is no mention or deference given to the above directive. Despite
the obvious repercussions that the elimination of a professional adhering to such a mandate from the
process would have, this proposal moves forward.
The basis for the proposal is repeatedly described to be that the agencies “…are aware that the cost and
time of obtaining an appraisal can, in some cases, result in delays and higher expenses…” 2
Real estate appraisals are the only inherently unbiased report of a property’s marketability at a specific
point in time, supported by data and developed by an experienced market observer that adheres to the
strict ethical theme noted above.
While it can be argued that the financial sector has been over-regulated and manipulated by a myriad of
outside forces, removing the safeguard of an appraisal report, completed by a credentialed professional
appraiser, should not be the focus of the agencies efforts at “deregulation”. This is not “deregulation”, it
is opening a wound in a complicated system, of which the appraisal plays an integral part. Its removal on
such a suggested mass scale would cause irreversible injury and open up the larger body to widespread
disease.
The focus should not be on the appraisal itself, but on the process of ordering appraisals that has spun
out of control since the 2009 implementation of the Home Valuation Code of Conduct and the
subsequent codifying of the same guidelines in the Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
This prompted the proliferation of third parties into the previously simple process of ordering an
appraisal. This changed the view of the “appraisal” into more about “ordering the appraisal” and turning
the “appraisal” into a commodity. Ironically, the original call for such guidelines was the result of an
investigation into accusations of fraud resulting from the exact third-party management scenario that
the lending community lives with today, only on a much broader and complete scale. What was
1 USPAP 2018-2019 Edition © The Appraisal Foundation, p7, lines 177-178
2 Agencies combined proposal, p8
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supposed to eradicate the possibility of such a structure and process has cemented it into a permanent
reality.
As a result, the agencies are now proposing an elimination of the “appraisal” instead of addressing the
real problem that is their concern, the “ordering of the appraisal”.
A real solution and investigation into a solution of “cost” and ‘time” issues would include a comparison
of appraisals ordered directly and those ordered through the use of third parties. The result would be
obvious to most and has been informally looked at by field appraisers and appraisal firms. The
unscientific result sees a mostly doubling of the time it takes from the time an appraisal is ordered by a
lender to the time they receive it back and, in some cases, an even doubling or more of the cost of the
appraisal.
Several state appraisal organizations offered assistance to the Appraisal Subcommittee (ASC) last year 3
after a Tennessee bank petitioned the ASC to waive the appraiser requirement for the Nashville area
citing a severe shortage of appraisers. During the public comment period, many Tennessee appraisers
who serve the area that the bank referred to as having a lack of appraisers, stated that they had never
been contacted by the bank. Apparently, the shortage of appraisers did not actually exist, but instead it
was the banks processes, third party agents or business model that did not accommodate the hiring of
local appraisers.4 There was not an appraisal shortage.
NCREAA wishes to suggest again that lenders should work together with appraisers to solve the
processing issue and not allow third parties to raise the cost and lengthen the time it takes to complete
the simple task of ordering an appraisal. This is a minor administrative function that lenders have
allowed their agents to abuse and manipulate to the point of absurdity, resulting in the reality we have
today of extensive wait times where third parties attempt to locate the cheapest appraiser, while
building in their own padded fees to increase their profits for no tangible service. A ten to fifteen-dollar
service is costing the lender and the consumer hundreds of dollars per transaction. The management
function of ordering an appraisal should be a flat and separate service fee. This activity is hidden from
public view as the call for separating out these fees from the actual fee that is paid to the appraiser was
ignored and only an “appraisal fee” is disclosed at the closing table to the consumer.
NCREAA believes that lenders and appraisers can work together to develop direct ordering processes
that would eliminate padded third-party fees and ordering delays. In fact, NCREAA believes that many
appraisers would be attracted back into the mortgage lending space if they were allowed to deal with
their clients directly. Lenders always have been allowed to develop their own appraiser panels and
independent ordering processes that comply with independence guidelines. NCREAA believes that not
only would lenders be surprised by the change in cost and time savings, but also have much more of an
immediate response to status and overall communication on appraisal assignments.
While there is a simple solution, there does not seem to be any interest in pursuing this available quick
and easy fix. Instead there is a call for the elimination of the appraisal and replace it with a product that
is completed by a random person who could also be a potential party to the transaction or not a person
at all, just an algorithm.
3 May 22, 2018 NSAO letter to ASC Chair Lindo attached as Exhibit 3
4 March 16, 2018 NSAO letter to ASC Director Park attached as Exhibit 4
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The proposal to replace appraisals and use “evaluations” in their place also insures that third parties will
continue to be able to control the process and charge a fee for ordering a “valuation product”. An
appraiser would not need to be paid, thus insuring a much larger margin for profit.
The “appraisal” and its need will have been eliminated, but the “ordering of the appraisal” will still be in
place. What an absurd result, but apparently not to those putting forth or supporting this proposal.
A consumer might ask, “what could be more illogical?”
The response is, again, in the agencies’ proposal.
“The agencies are also proposing to add the rural residential appraisal exemption to the list of
transactions that do not require appraisals.” 5
It is commonly understood that rural properties can be the least documented, most unique and complex
properties that exist. There is often a lack of readily available data not only on the property to be
appraised, but of their market in general. These are properties that would demand a highly skilled
professional appraiser who would have the tools and skills required to complete such an assignment and
produce a valuation that would provide a solid foundation for a successful lending decision.
The agencies’ proposal? Eliminate it altogether. It takes too long. Even though it might cost less than an
origination fee, it is still too much and doesn’t make financial sense.
Again, is it a problem with the “appraisal” or a problem with the time and cost associated with “ordering
the appraisal”?
While “big data”, third party vendors and others all believe that they have the solution, there is only one
professional that is at the center of this issue and can solve it, the appraiser. Too often have the users of
appraisal services gone elsewhere to seek answers to appraisal issues. This proposal did not originate
after input from appraisers was obtained. Only now, after the decision has been made to proceed with
such a proposal, are the appraisers, along with anyone else, given an opportunity for input.
The most alarming absence of concern in the agencies’ proposal is for the consumer.
The agencies speak of “dollar volume” and that although there would be a larger amount of transactions
occurring below the $400,000 proposed threshold and would not need safeguarding appraisals, the
“aggregate dollar volume of exempted transactions would remain a modest percentage of regulated
transactions.”6 In other words, while the number of consumers affected by the absence of an appraisal
would rise dramatically, the wealthier, more sophisticated borrowers would be protected by an appraisal
safeguard as their dollar volume is higher and this is what is more important to the agencies. The wider
consumer base of less sophisticated buyers who make up more of the transactions but can only afford
less and borrow less will not be provided with an appraisal safeguard.
The agencies go on to compare estimated “dollar volume” of exempted transactions in 1994 when they
last successfully attacked the threshold to have it increased to its current level, to those of the current
day. And while the number of transactions and consumers affected would rise, the “dollar volume”
would be less and thus be acceptable.
5 Agencies combined proposal, p8
6 Agencies combined proposal, p33
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“Thus, the agencies expect the proposed threshold level to have a much smaller impact on the dollar
volume of transactions and, therefore would be less likely to pose a safety and soundness risk than the
current threshold level did when it was introduced in 1994.” 7
Consumers again should be skeptical. The true effect of this proposal is that, according to the agencies’
own estimates, 965,000 borrowers who could not afford to borrow more than $400,000 would not have
the protection of an appraisal.
Only the 379,000 borrowers who are able afford to borrow more than $400,000 would have the
safeguard of an appraisal.
In our view, this is unconscionable. Logic and concern for our fellow citizen would have this reversed.
Those who are less sophisticated and less able to afford a home should have more protections, not less.
This proposal puts more vulnerable consumers into a pool of higher risk transactions.

8

The agencies portray the removal of the appraisal safeguard as a new and exciting development. The
removal of a safeguard from those who would be protected by it the most is an abuse, not a benefit.
Consumers would most likely still be charged a significant amount for an “evaluation” as the third-party
vendors moved into the space previously occupied by appraisers. In the end, with this proposal, there
would be no benefit for consumers, but only more area for predators to operate.
“In point of fact, Title XI, requires the opposite presumption. In the House report accompanying Title XI,
it states that Congress favors the broadest possible use of certified appraisers because of the superior
skills they bring to the appraisal process. In addition, almost any transaction of any dollar amount can be
of sufficient complexity that the services of a certified appraiser should be required. For instance,
appraising a property in a severely distressed market almost invariably would greatly increase the
complexity of a particular transaction.”9
While this statement fits perfectly into the conversation that we are having today, it was taken from a
1990 letter to Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan. At the time, the written legislation
7 Agencies combined proposal, p34
8 Agencies combined proposal, p33 Edited by NCREAA
9 7/31/1990 Congressional letter to FRB Chair Alan Greenspan p2 attached as Exhibit 1
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proposed a $15,000 residential appraisal threshold, something that the federal financial agencies of the
time were already proposing to significantly elevate to $100,000.
Another statement in this letter could so easily parallel today’s concern over the exact same proposal:
“It is difficult to understand that in the face of the S&L crisis and the crisis in the FHA residential
mortgage insurance program as well as the Comptroller’s findings of appraisal deficiencies in New
England institutions that the Bank Regulators would permit mortgage loans of $100,000 or less to be
made without an appraisal. While it is true that much of the Government’s losses in the S&L crisis
resulted from commercial projects, billions of dollars of losses involved single family residential
properties. I am told that the average residential property in the United States costs approximately
$98,000. This means that for at least half of all residential mortgage loans in the United States, no
appraisal will be required if the Federal Reserve Board regulations are adopted by the other bank
regulatory agencies.”10
Indeed, we still have not overcome the effects of the recent financial crisis and a discussion is being had
about how to raise risk and profit with the elimination of basic safeguards for consumers and taxpayers
such as the appraisal.
The above statements show the intent behind Title XI, something that should be considered and taken
heavily into account as it is comes from those who understood first-hand the history and purpose behind
its creation.

NCREAA would like to address the agencies’ questions as follows:
Question 1. The agencies invite comment on the cost data for evaluations and appraisals detailed
above. Should the agencies consider other data and data sources in assessing the costs of appraisals
and evaluations to regulated institutions and consumers?
The agencies should consider actual advertisements and fee sheets from providers of these services.
Current marketing materials seen by our membership in the public advertise costs for various evaluation
services including those that are mostly automated as only $100 less than a full appraisal competed by a
credentialed appraiser. This is hardly a cost savings for a consumer or user of these products. In fact, it
appears to be a capitalization on the use of the term “appraisal products” or “valuation services” that
would be misleading to a consumer who understands that these products would be provided by an
appraiser professional when the majority of the report is not completed by a human but is an instant
report or might have property information provided by a person being paid less than minimum wage.
Our members have witnessed classified ads soliciting workers to perform “inspections” need only a
driver license and a digital camera for $10.00 per property. These workers would provide quality and
condition ratings as well as property photographs. Keep in mind that there are no regulations,
requirements or standards for these “inspectors” as well as no prohibitions against bias or any real
estate/construction/housing knowledge or expertise requirement, yet many of these products are being
peddled at only a slightly less cost than a full appraisal report completed by a credentialed, professional
appraiser. NCREAA would encourage the agencies to actually study public advertisements, internet
websites and lenders for ACTUAL pricing data. Do not rely on data directly disclosed to the agencies by
the providers of these services as the data will be manufactured to fit their narrative as any data or
10 7/31/1990 Congressional letter to FRB Chair Alan Greenspan p1 attached as Exhibit 1
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algorithm can be manipulated for a desired result. There is no readily available data to be tracked by
appraisers in general or the public in general as not only is this a new arena, but pricing would most
likely be a guarded trade secret and products and product types vary widely and would prohibit a side by
side comparison. There are no standards and limited governance over evaluations and their use and
therefore these products and their costs vary widely.
A current comment on this proposal by Matthew Weiss, Tri City National Bank should be given significant
weight; “The cost of maintaining an evaluation program that meets the OCC’s expectations greatly
exceeds the benefits to the bank or to the borrower.” 11
Question 2. The agencies invite comment on the time associated with performing and reviewing
appraisals versus evaluations. Should the agencies consider other data and data sources in assessing
the time associated with performing and reviewing appraisals and evaluations?
Again, as there is limited data available and the data provided to the agencies by providers would be
inherently biased, only data from advertisements, public solicitations or lenders who already use and
pay for these services should be identified and considered. Evaluations are mostly data and computer
driven, most without a property visit by a credentialed appraiser so therefore it is most likely that any
such unreliable and mostly useless product would take a fraction of the time an actual useful and
credible report completed by a professional appraiser would take. Also, as there are no firm
requirements or standards associated with evaluations, there are no standardized methods or
procedures to measure and compare, therefore any assessment or comparison would be misleading and
inconclusive. The agencies should consider these factors and not allow this rule to move forward until a
there is enough unbiased data to determine any cost or time benefits since this is the goal of this
proposal and not consumer safety.
The agencies made the following comments; “Thus, while the precise number of affected transactions
and the precise cost reduction per transaction is difficult to determine, the proposed rule is expected to
lead to cost and time savings for regulated institutions and could benefit consumers.” 12
One can only come to question, if this data is so difficult to come by, what exactly are the agencies
depending on to make these decisions and how can it be expected to benefit consumers when sheer
logic suggests that consumers will obviously be affected negatively as they will still be charged a
significant amount for a “valuation” product at a cost that will not and cannot be regulated and will not
provide any credible result. As history and market principles tell us, the costs associated with a nonstandard and unregulated process will be manipulated and expanded as time goes on and users of these
services will expect costs to rise as their use become more prolific, as evaluation providers already know
and have invested a great deal in advancing and supporting this rule change.
Question 3. What valuation information, if any, would consumers lose in practice if more evaluations
are performed rather than appraisals? What additional comments, if any, are there relative to the
presentation or content of evaluations for residential real estate transactions in practice? Please
provide data or other evidence to support any comments.

11 11/28/2018 comment to this proposal attached as Exhibit 2
12 Agencies combined proposal, p18-19
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The agencies wish to be provided data on products that are not standardized, governed or publicly
available to be scrutinized. What is generally known is that as there are no standards or common
policies on evaluations, the complexity and accuracy of any such product cannot be determined or
compared. Appraisals completed by actual state certified and, in some cases, professionally designated
appraisal professionals, cannot be compared to evaluations, in any general sense. What consumers
would lose when evaluations replace appraisals and proliferate as the basis of valuation for the vast
amount of transactions that this proposal would allow, is obvious. A completely unreliable and
unaccountable measure of collateral valuation. While the agencies might be familiar with the general
attributes of current evaluation products and a loose track record reported by the providers themselves
and most likely a select group of users, these products have not been tested. The general market and
economic trend since the 2008 crash have been generally and consistently upward and strong in most
markets. Any flattening or downturn would not be predicted or considered by these products while
professional appraisers working in local markets where they live and read the news, etc., are acutely
aware of market factors and market attitudes that any automated system would not be able to consider.
The intangibles associated with a specific piece of property or a specific market might be generalized for
use, as an assessor might approach a mass valuation or revaluation, but there is a cut-off point where
automation will only allow for a certain general level of overview. The detailed analysis associated with
an appraisal performed by a certified appraiser is developed in a completely different way. While
resulting evaluation and appraisal reports could APPEAR somewhat similar, the origination of the data,
the data development and characterization of the subject property and its market are in no way similar
and cannot be compared. An evaluation is an attempt to make a data dump look pretty while an actual
appraisal is just that, an actual appraisal. This is what the consumer would lose.
Question 4. To what extent do appraisals or evaluations provide benefits or protections for consumers
that are purchasing 1-to-4 unit single-family residences? What are the nature and magnitude of the
differences, if any, in consumer protection, including any differences in credibility, arising from the use
of evaluations rather than appraisals, especially with respect to residential real estate transactions of
$400,000 or less? For example, are there any differences with respect to negotiating the price of a
home or canceling a transaction when an evaluation rather than an appraisal is obtained? Please
provide data or other evidence to support any comments.
Our membership has received requests for appraisals where a GSE waiver was originally issued and a
subsequent change of risk had occurred and the investor ordered an appraisal. The agencies should fear
a scenario where an inferior product such as an “evaluation”, which we previously stated could have any
wide variety of meanings, or no valuation at all has been made and upon a later date or circumstance,
that inferior product or value determination was wrong. In fact, this is the whole reasoning behind the
use and requirement of an appraisal completed by a state certified and insured professional appraiser. A
state-certified appraiser is a highly regulated professional adhering to a strict set of ethical standards,
confidentiality requirements, qualifications and educational requirements. In a scenario where there is
any change or circumstance where the collateral valuation becomes an issue, the cost or time it took to
complete an appraisal would be deemed dramatically insignificant compared to the support it would
give to an investor or a consumer. There would be a credentialed and insured human to turn to, that
would be standing behind the appraisal, would have the ability to respond, provide a workfile,
documentation and commentary on the assignment conditions, scope of work and development of the
report. NONE of this would be available with the use of an evaluation or in the case of a full appraisal
waiver.
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This risk increases as the transaction amount increases. This is what is so unnerving about the concept
of the “threshold”. The lower transaction amounts represent the less sophisticated and less able
consumers. While many might represent these transactions, as the agencies do, as less risk due to less
dollar volume, as stated previously, this is a misnomer. The risk also increases as the use of the property
changes from a primarily owner-occupied dwelling to a multi-unit dwelling where its use is more
complex and its owner inherently needs to be more sophisticated. Tenant occupied properties were a
large part of the previous crash where borrowers had less attachment to the property and were
overextended on their ability and willingness to protect the property that was not primarily used as their
own residence.
Raising the threshold to include more of these properties that are riskier investments and put more
consumers into a market without a reliable valuation should be seen as too alarming of a proposal to
consider.
As far as the use of valuations as a tool for negotiation, it is a well-documented fact that appraisals are
used regularly by consumers and sales agents to negotiate contracts. All appraisers are regularly
engaged by private consumers and sales agents to complete an appraisal to aid in the listing or
purchasing of a property. Further, appraisals are regularly ordered and asked to be completed within the
contractual periods of time that allows for parties to a contract to nullify the purchase offer based on the
outcome of the appraisal ordered for the buyer’s mortgage. The importance of an actual appraisal in
these cases is too valuable and many times, even when an appraisal waiver might be allowed, a full
appraisal is still demanded by the borrower. This should not be a consideration, however, that would
support a notion that the ordering of an appraisal should be left up to the consumer. While a real estate
professional might have marginal knowledge of the processes involved in an appraisal versus an
evaluation, the consumer should not be required to possess this knowledge and should not be relied
upon to make this decision on a broad basis as might be proposed.
The question that the agencies raises here is an extremely legitimate one in this circumstance. An
excellent measure of the value of an appraisal versus an “evaluation” would be the willingness of a buyer
or seller, or any other party to a purchase offer, to use an “evaluation” or an “appraisal” when possibly
one of the largest investments of their lifetime was at stake. Would a real estate agent prefer an
evaluation or an appraisal for their client to rely on in making a decision? The obvious answer is that
almost always an appraisal would be desired. To make any other conclusion would be illogical and not
considering the best interests of the consumer.
Question 5. To what extent is useful property valuation information readily available to consumers
through public sources?
There are several sources of “property” information available to the public through online municipal
sources as well as actual municipal offices. Useful property “valuation” information is less available
depending on what might be considered “useful”. Any readily available “valuation” information that
would be considered useful would only truly be found through local municipal assessor websites or
assessor offices. “Valuation” information found online or through data companies that would be readily
available or free would not be considered useful and would be a stretch to call it “valuation” information
in the sense that it produces anything useful for such a purpose. It is a well-known notion that nothing is
free and the sources that offer “valuation” information are poorly or generically designed formulas that
collect data from multiple sources without verification. Usually these are teaser programs that attempt
to lead a consumer to some other product that is not free and proprietary. Results from these
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proprietary products and programs cannot be verified and are subject to both the data that they use and
the programming which can vary widely in sophistication or lack thereof. In other words, there is a
“black-box” factor where trade secrets and purported sophisticated formulas are marketed as highly
accurate but cannot be examined by anyone, let alone the public. Automated valuation models are
notoriously inaccurate and have been proven so for the many years that they have been in existence.
While they might have improved upon as data has become more available, by their nature, they simply
cannot consider the multitude of factors, both tangible and intangible, that make up market value as the
market itself is a living and breathing thing in of itself. The nature of how a specific property relates to its
market and the market to it, is made up of many factors both human and emotional as well as factual
and data driven that will never be able to be mechanically analyzed to produce a fast, free and accurate
result. There will always be an equal action and reaction. Fast and free will always equal low quality and
inaccuracy. Credibility and reliability in valuation will only come with the blending of art and science that
is practiced by experienced human appraisers, whose work product can be examined and scrutinized
readily by the consumer and any intended or unintended user. As a source of “useful property valuation
information” these appraisers are readily available to the public, but mostly outside of the ordering
process discussed earlier that creates a costly and plodding mechanism. Appraisers have become
increasingly less available to these complicated and expensive processes and more available to the public
directly as a source for credible and reliable property valuation information at a fraction of the time and
expense. Since lenders do not wish to reform their processes to insure the engagement of the most
qualified and competent appraisers, they are left with the third-party vendors and their automated
valuation schemes that are marketed as a “modern” replication of the real thing at the expense of the
consumer and, in the GSEs’ case, the taxpayer. Thus, we have this proposal to eliminate actual
appraisers and their abilities that greatly benefit the consumer, from the equation entirely, instead of
an actual common-sense working solution that would cost less and reduce time wasted by third
parties trying to find the cheapest appraiser.
Question 6. How often do institutions use their own internal staff to prepare evaluations? What
challenges, if any, to meeting requirements and standards for independence, particularly in smaller
institutions, do internally-prepared evaluations present? Similarly, what challenges, if any, to meeting
requirements and standards for independence are presented by evaluations prepared by third parties?
The answers to these questions are obvious and if the agencies are asking these questions without truly
knowing the answers, they should never be proposing these changes in the first place. Opening up
space previously occupied by unbiased, trained, tested, qualified, regulated and experienced humans
with in-house employees or otherwise inherently biased individuals to use unknown and unregulated
methods is a recipe for disaster and predatory behavior. This is a juvenile and impulsive reaction to a
problem that has been created and cultivated by the very behavior that this proposal will perpetuate
and allow to flourish. Raising the de minimis will not be a solution. Quite the opposite.
Question 7. Are there any other consumer protection concerns raised by the proposal that the
agencies should consider?
It is obvious by the position of the agencies in this proposal that consumer protection is not a concern.
The concerns previously mentioned should have been enough to have prevented this proposal from ever
being promulgated.
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Question 8. Is the proposed level of $400,000 for the threshold at or below which regulated
institutions would not be required to obtain appraisals for residential real estate transactions
appropriate?
NO. As previously mentioned, the threshold is actually upside down. The threshold should be, in fact
lowered, not raised. If the interest is truly for the consumer, the less sophisticated consumer,
represented by the lower transactional dollar amount, would be safer with a lower threshold not a
higher threshold.
Question 9. Is the data used in this analysis appropriate? Are there alternative sources of data that
would be appropriate for this analysis?
NO. The basis for this proposal is cost and time. Not quality, reliability or consumer safety. These are
the factors that should be given the most weight. They are not considered and are sidelined with this
proposal. The very nature of the proposal runs counter to these factors. NCREAA would recommend
that studies be developed and data gathered prior to this proposal being implemented, not after.
Question 10. Will institutions expand their use of evaluations if the proposal to raise the residential
threshold is finalized or continue to use appraisals for the additional residential real estate
transactions of $400,000 or less that are eligible for this exemption? How frequently do lenders obtain
evaluations for eligible residential real estate transactions in practice? For what types of eligible
residential real estate transactions are lenders likely to obtain evaluations? Please provide data or
other evidence to support any comments.
Only lenders would have such data and it is not shared. The obvious answer, as is the intent of this
proposal, is that use of evaluations and other illegitimate procedures to value collateral will become
rampant as the basis of this proposal, cost and time, are the motivating factors. Of course, their use will
expand as will the predatory behavior that this type of action will cultivate.
Question 11. Is the proposed definition of a residential real estate transaction appropriate?
NO. Again, the agencies are generalizing the intent and distancing the regulation from the original
mandates of FIRREA. The reasoning that evaluations will still be required is no compensating factor. As
previously stated, evaluations are no substitute for the well-known standard of an appraisal completed
by a certified appraiser.
Question 12. What challenges, if any, are posed by using evaluations for transactions that are exempt
from the agencies' appraisal requirement due to the rural residential appraisal exemption?
The more rural a property is, the less data will be available on the property and the more complex the
property and the valuation of such a property. An evaluation will most likely rely on data and/or a less
competent inspection of the property by an unregulated individual who will be unencumbered by any
prohibition of bias. The result will be an indeterminate report based on unknown techniques completed
by an unknown entity that could be an inherently biased individual. Rural properties should be required
to be appraised by a certified appraiser. There is no other credible or reliable way to value such
properties in a consistent manner that will protect the consumer and housing as a whole.
Question 13. What, if any, concerns are posed by adding a requirement to review appraisals that is
consistent with the statutory language for this standard to the minimum requirements for an
appraisal?
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An appraisal review completed by a certified appraiser who is complying with the Uniform Standards of
Appraisal Practice standards for appraisal review is a significant consumer and lender safeguard. While
this would be considered a proper proposal, it does not appear to be consistent with the proposal as a
whole which appears to be eliminating safeguards in the interests of lowering costs and increasing
speed.

In conclusion, NCREAA is not in favor of this proposal. The interests this proposal attempts to placate
should not be of importance to the agencies, namely a call for a cheaper and faster way to value
collateral. This proposal is the antithesis to the intent behind Title XI of FIRREA and further degrades its
intended effect. The problems that exist in the process of ordering an appraisal should not be solved by
eliminating the appraisal. This casts aside the idea of what an appraisal is and why it is a requirement
and instead characterizes it as a stumbling block and an inconvenience. While third party vendors might
offer cheap and fast alternatives, the agencies must see past their marketing campaigns and place
consumers and their largest investments in the hands of a standard and understood method established
by Congress.
NCREAA suggests that processes be put in place to allow for appraisers and lenders to behave
responsibly and interact with each other directly in a less costly and time-consuming manner. NCREAA
and other similar organizations made up of working appraisers can help. Appraisers have not been
approached for help on this issue despite having been vocal on the issues that have resulted in the
agencies perceived need for this proposal. Cost and time issues can be easily reduced without putting
lenders and consumers at risk which would be the immediate result if this proposal were to be
implemented.

Sincerely,
Frank Leader
2019 President
North Carolina Real Estate Appraiser Association
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